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A Letterpress Pilgrimage
Jennifer Van de Pol•

Large-bellied, middle-aged men holding court 
over piles of honey-soaked gulab jamun and 
rose water flavoured sweets.

A sea of dried orange flower petal offerings, 
strung together in vast ribbons, floating on the 
Ganges River.

Scorching hot, creamy “chai” served in tiny clay 
pots, sipped quickly and thrown out the 
window of a moving train.

Dust-soaked children selling sun bleached 
postcards to eager tourists.

Hands at heart, bowing deeply at the site where 
Siddhartha awoke.

Our memories of India stir every sense, and 
then some. My husband Adrian and I traveled 
from Vancouver to the north and northeast of 
the country in April 2008 on what began as a 
pilgrimage to some of the world’s most renowned 
Buddhist sites but which quickly became a 
letterpress printing pilgrimage of sorts.

We had recently acquired a Vandercook 
press after I made my first artist’s book with the 
generous help of Heavenly Monkey letterpress and 
binding studio in Vancouver. Within months of 
casually mentioning to Heavenly Monkey’s Rollin 
Milroy that we were fantasizing about learning 
to letterpress print, we were rolling (and heaving 
and tugging) the Vandercook into our Vancouver 
apartment. This Indian journey was the first time 
we had parted with our three-ton baby and we 
lovingly remembered it in Banares, India, as we 
inquired if there were any letterpress printers in 
the city. On the third or so try, at a fantastic art and 
architecture bookstore on the ghats leading to the 
Ganges River, we received a passionate reply from a 
fellow bibliophile, who happened to be the owner 
of Kriti Gallery, a local contemporary art gallery. 
He insists on having material for all of his shows 
printed at the only letterpress in the city – a tiny, 
cramped, greasy, sweaty closet of a shop packed 
with four incredibly hard working men who were 
very surprised to see two white tourists curiously 

gawking at their work and presses. This would 
turn out to be the first of several very moving 
interactions with printers during our journey. 
Having the opportunity to meet these men 
inspired us to continue asking people we met along 
the way if they had any connection to letterpress 
printing (or had ever heard of it, for that matter).

Next, we met Udaya Mani Pradhan in 
Darjeeling, whose family has a printing legacy 
that stunned us. After happening upon his 
“Mani Printing House” in the centre of town 
and expressing our interest in hearing his story, 
we were invited to spend the afternoon at his 
home where we sipped chai and learned that 
his grandfather, Dr. Parasmani, was the world’s 
foremost Nepali grammarian (and much 
celebrated Nepali poet and academic). It is thanks 
to Dr. Parasmani that the Nepali language is 
taught in classrooms throughout Nepal, India, 
Bangladesh and around the world. During his 
lifetime he received a great number of prestigious 
literary awards from the Nepali, Indian, and 
British governments (to name just a few). Udaya 
and his brothers learned to operate presses early 
in life, becoming so proficient that they printed 
a popular biography of their grandfather, written 
by their father, as well as their grandfather’s 
Nepali-English dictionary (the first of its kind). 
Upon parting, we were gifted with a copy of the 
biography, as well as a copy of one of Udaya’s 
grandfather’s first letterpress works – a small, 
alphabet pamphlet-book for children, to teach 
them the Nepali alphabet and basic grammar. We 
stumbled back to our $5 hotel room, drunk on 
history and overwhelmed by the legacy human 
beings are capable of leaving in this world, in this 
case through the art of printing. 

The last letterpress discovery we made was 
in the modest museum of Darjeeling’s Tibetan 
Refugee Self Help Centre. Teary eyed, we read 
about the lives of courageous refugees who built 
the centre from nothing on a dusty hilltop in 
Darjeeling. I heard Adrian gasp in an adjacent 

was taking shape in the post-war era. Design was 
coming to the fore; Newfeld was a co-founder 
of the Typographic Designers of Canada (now 
the Graphic Designers of Canada) in 1956, and 
publishers were willing to invest in a higher level 
of design for the books Canada was producing. At 
the same time, a number of significant writers were 
rising to prominence – Raymond Souster, Leonard 
Cohen and others who have become intertwined 
in the cultural fabric of the country, or at least the 
canon of Canadian content. Giving the work a 
verve that helped make it memorable was Newfeld 
and his colleagues, who contributed as much as 
the writers to shaping what Canadians read and 
understood of themselves.

My own youth was surrounded by books 
handed down from my older sister and brother 
– or handed over as gifts by them – that Newfeld 
designed or illustrated, such as the New Canadian 
Library edition of Stephen Leacock’s Literary 
Lapses (1957) and Lee’s Alligator Pie. The leeway 
Newfeld was given in applying his imagination to 
his work in the hope of inspiring the imagination 
of readers in turn is something he believes the 
current style of illustration prevents by its desire 
for realism. He notes that the title page of Alligator 
Pie was left half uncoloured to encourage readers 
to exercise their own imagination by colouring it. 
The feature backfired, he admits, but it’s a good 
example of what’s become his rejection of the 
drive to provide a finished package of goods for 
readers.

Reading isn’t just a textual experience, 
Newfeld contends. It’s an engagement with the 
whole medium known as the book, from the 
words through the illustrations to the packaging. 
Newfeld’s first rule of illustration holds true 
throughout the book arts, it seems: “Don’t deprive 
the reader of his/her own flight of fancy.” Perhaps 
this was why so many of those attending his 
presentation in Vancouver came clutching copies 
of Alligator Pie for him to sign, 35 years after it was 
originally published. Its hold on them remains, in 
turn upholding him in the respect of readers and 
those who would follow his example.

• Peter Mitham is editor of Amphora.

in his own words

I confess to always having preferred illustrating 
for young people over most other commissions, 
even though it was more complex and 
challenging. And my list of rules to be followed 
seeemed to grow with each commission.

The first thing an illustrator needs – especially 
in the case of the poetry book – is a willing 
author. An author who does not view the use of 
an illustrator as an assault on, and detraction of, 
the quality of his or her writing; or on his or her 
retaining control of his or her creation. A foregone 
conclusion is that somewhere along the line the 
visual response will not correspond to the image 
or images conjured up by the author. This can be 
hard to accept, even when an editor objectively 
concurs that the illustration provided really 
works with the text. Also hard to accept is the 
fact that the reader might successfully conjure up 
yet a totally new image; and the next reader still 
another quite different one. And so on!

The argument frequently put forth is that an 
author should really be compared to a composer. 
And an illustrator compared to a soloist. Thus 
it is up to the composer, and only the composer, 
to establish the auditory interpretation to be 
followed. The problem is that with music the 
interpretive is between two versions of the same 
art form. Obviously there are differences in 
execution. Just compare James Ehnes to Itzhak 
Perlman interpreting the same piece of music! 
But the music written stays the music heard. 
With both disciplines, just music ensues. And 
both disciplines are aimed at the same sensory 
receptacle. Whereas, in the case of the verbal 
compared to the visual communication, two quite 
separate sensory receivers come into play. The 
contact that the visual communication makes 
is on a completely different level to that of the 
written or spoken communication.

• Frank Newfeld, speaking 2 April 2009 
in Vancouver, British Columbia. The 
complete text of the address may be 
found on the Alcuin Society’s Web site, 
www.alcuinsociety.com
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back, along with prints. Our hope is that young 
Tibetans at the centre will see the prints and 
become curious about the press’s history, and 
perhaps continue their ancestors’ printing legacy. 
We plan to create a book incorporating prints 
from these blocks at our press this summer (with 
T.R.S.H.C.’s blessing, of course). What better way 
to tell the story of the refugee centre and its people 
than with the medium they and their spiritual 
leader chose to share their stories?

When he was honoured at Reidfest in 2007, 
Robert Reid said he’d never met a printer he didn’t 
like. During our travels in India, we found the 
same generous, salt-of-the-earth kind of printer 
Reid talked about, people who invite you into their 
shops and homes to share their work and lives 
regardless of the time of day, no matter what was 
happening. The same generous spirit that ushered 
us into the world of letterpress printing here on the 
West Coast ran through the fast friends we made in 
India. One told us as he walked an hour out of his 
way to help us find a print shop in India: “You are 
the guest, you are god.” Truly, we have been treated 
with a kindness and care from our printer friends 
befitting gods and goddesses.

• Jennifer Van de Pol and partner Adrian 
Robertshaw operate Strathcona Press in Cedar 
on Vancouver Island. They recently moved the 
press from a Vancouver apartment to a studio 
surrounded by a century-old apple orchard. 
The studio is open weekends or by appointment 
starting April 25, 2009. For details, visit www.
strathconapress.com.
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room and rushed over to see a Victoria press sitting 
in the corner next to a wall of fascinating but 
deteriorating wood and metal blocks. Soon after, 
we met the manager of the centre who informed 
us that the press was used to print the very first 
Tibetan Freedom (Bhoemi Rangwang), a newsletter 
printed by and for Tibetans. Distributed across 
India and Nepal, and smuggled into Tibet, the 
newsletter informed refugees of the latest atrocities 
the Chinese government was committing against 
the Tibetan people.

We learned that in 1959, the year of the Chinese 
occupation of Tibet, the Dalai Lama asked that 
a press be started to connect Tibetans with one 

another at a time of extreme uncertainty. On 
March 10, 1960, the first anniversary of the Lhasa 
uprising, Mr. Gyalo Thondup (the Dalai Lama’s 
elder brother) started the press in Kalimpong. The 
first newsletter was printed on a Gestetner-style 
machine, then the press moved to the refugee 
centre in Darjeeling. The old Victoria press we saw 
had been used to print the second and subsequent 
issues of Tibetan Freedom until 1997, when the 
centre began using offset methods.

We walked away from the centre with five 
blocks that were printed in the newsletter, loaned 
to us by the manager after we expressed concern 
about their condition. We promised to send them 

The sole letterpress print shop in Banares, India. The sole letterpress print shop in Banares, India.

Udaya Mani Pradhan of the Mani Printing House in 
Darjeeling holds a copy of his grandfather’s biography, which 

he and his brothers printed.

The old Victoria press at the Tibetan Self Help Refugee Centre 
in Darjeeling. The wood and metal blocks used in Tibetan 

Freedom are in the background.
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Utopian Readings
by John Lee•

It is the new millennium. Full employment, 
material abundance, and social harmony 
characterize an age that can truly be described as 
golden. Monumental architecture defines the great 
cities, universal healthcare has created a disease-
free world and electronic broadcasting has become 
a pervasive, yet wholly beneficial tool.

When Edward Bellamy forecast this future 
over 100 years ago in his best-selling novel Looking 
Backward 2000-1887 (1888), he joined a long 
tradition of writers with detailed blueprints for 
a perfect world. Their varied predictions may 
have never been fully realized but these imagined 
literary realms – where women reproduce without 
men, toilets are made of gold and music is piped 
continuously through every building – are often as 
popular as when they first appeared.

Thomas More set the tone when he 
appropriated the word “utopia,” from the Greek 
words meaning “no place” and “good place,” as 
the title for his anonymously published book 
Utopia in 1516. Reading like a realistic travel 
journal, Raphael Hythlodaeus’ fanciful account 
outlines his visit to an as-yet uncharted but 
highly progressive island in the New World. 
With a healthcare system so well-resourced that 
“everyone would rather be ill in hospital than go 
home,” More’s perfect society also outlaws hunting 
as “barbaric,” uses science to reclaim land for 
agriculture and accepts female priests. 

But the benefits of a perfect order came with 
the downside of control. The working class in 
More’s Utopia is bound to hard labour. Slaves work 
just six hours a day but, “they must be in bed by 
8.00 p.m.” Passports are also needed by citizens 
travelling between towns, with slavery one of the 
punishments for being caught “wandering around 
the countryside” without the right papers.

More was more interested in the shortcomings 
of his own society than in finding the perfect order 
for a new one, however. He rejected what he saw 
as the decadent values of Henry VIII’s reign, but 

to avoid the head-chopping censure of his king he 
had to keep his attacks subtle.

More satirized greed and materialism in Utopia 
by turning on its head “the way we treasure up 
gold.” Plates and goblets in his ideal society are 
made of earthenware, while silver and gold are 
reserved for making chamber pots. Slaves are 
also chained in gold and “anyone who commits a 
really shameful crime is forced to go about with 
gold rings on his ears and fingers, a gold necklace 
around his neck, and a crown of gold on his head.” 
As well, precious jewels litter the streets in this 
society but “nobody cares two hoots about them.”

More’s Utopia, which he describes on the title 
page as “a splendid little book, as entertaining as it 
is instructive,” established a precedent for utopian 
writers like Bellamy who followed him. Even 
when these novels seem like nothing more than 
one person’s ideals imposed on a grand scale, their 
satiric attacks on the author’s own society should 
never be overlooked.

The second half of the 19th-century was a 
golden era for the utopian genre that saw hundreds 
of authors from Oscar Wilde to Mark Twain 
offer visions of an ideal future. Some wrote of 
utopias celebrating the inexorable progress of 
the Victorian age. Others cautioned against 
unrestricted “scientific advancement.” Edward 
Bellamy was one of those who embraced the new 
possibilities and he drew it to its logical conclusion 
in Looking Backward.

Awaking after a century of sleep, Julian West 
encounters a paradise of shopping malls, credit 
cards, and endlessly piped music in late 20th-
century Boston. Healthcare and employment 
is guaranteed and efficient central planning has 
standardized education and industry. An extensive 
paternal government has reached out to order 
away poverty, inequality, and all social ills.

It’s tempting to dismiss Bellamy’s vision 
given our knowledge of the failures of Soviet-
style central planning. But his vision drew 

publishing

Another startup

North Vancouver writer David Zieroth is a widely 
published and much respected poet. Since 1973 
he has published seven books of poetry and a 
memoir, The Education of Mr. Whippoorwill (2002). 
I have known and admired his poetry for some 
time now and so when he contacted me last year 
to tell me he was starting his own private press, 
Alfred Gustav Press, I sat up and took notice. In 
fact, I promptly sent in my subscription for his 
Series One of chapbooks, subsequently published 
in December 2008 and featuring the work of 
gillian harding-russell, Apples & Mice. . . ; Richard 
Therrien, Water, Language, Faith; and David 
Zieroth, Dust in the Brocade.

My three chapbooks arrived before Christmas. 
The writing was of a very high standard and 
the books were well designed and beautifully 
produced. I particularly liked the coloured 
vignettes on the front covers which were echoed 
on the title pages in uncoloured versions. I also 
liked the clean but compelling design. In fact, 
after reading and enjoying all three of the books, 
I felt compelled to quickly send off a message of 
appreciation to David: “You have indeed done a 
superb job with these chapbooks. They are both a 
pleasure to hold and a pleasure to read!”

But then I pondered to myself, what on earth 
prompted David to add yet another task to his 
busy schedule? Again, I fired off an e-mail but this 
time with a general query asking “Why?” David 
replied, 

I started the Alfred Gustav Press as a micro 
press for poetry because I wanted to work 
with my hands and heart in a new way or, 
rather, in an old way, that is, I wanted to 
make objects that were lovely to hold, that 
were made by hand using the technology 
available in my home (clone, laser jet, steel 
edge, blade, pen and colouring pencil). I 
wanted to touch each piece of paper in each 
chapbook. And I wanted the poems to touch 
others.

David tells me that he wants to print poems that 
might not otherwise be available, prizing the 

immediacy of poems that are “accessible and 
evocative, strong in insight and image.” But who in 
the heck was Alfred Gustav? That didn’t seem very 
accessible, on first glance. David’s answer to me 
was both complete and satisfying:

I named the press after my father, a farmer 
both serious and taciturn yet not without 
charm and wit, sometimes melancholy, 
always hard working and a great lover of 
winter reading.

While the selections of Alfred Gustav Press may 
or may not reflect that kind of attitude or outlook 
towards life, David assured me that his selection 
of poems will exhibit both acumen and gusto. “I 
wanted to return to my father’s way of working, 
especially when he repaired machinery: slowly and 
precisely, patiently, with the available tools, making 
what was necessary with the resources at hand,” 
David told me.

Alfred Gustav Press plans to produce six 
chapbooks a year, three in the spring and three in 
the fall. The print run will be limited to the number 
of subscriptions on file previous to each printing, 
as well as five copies apiece for the authors (who, 
by the by, sign all copies). “Thus I know exactly the 
number to produce and to whom each copy will be 
sent,” David told me, showing some of the acumen 
behind the press. The gusto comes in the pleasure 
David hopes to deliver to each recipient. “I think 
of the readership as small but intense,” he says. “I 
imagine their pleasure on receiving the chapbooks 
in the mail as equal to mine in producing them.”

The next series of chapbooks will be available in 
May 2009 for a mere $10 (A bargain by any mea-
sure). The lineup includes Christopher Leven-
son, Habitat; Susan McCaslin, Persephone Tours 
the Underground; and Matt Rader, Reservations.

• Richard Hopkins is a Vancouver book collector 
and former editor of Amphora.




